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QUESTION 1

A company is rolling out a new web service, but is unsure how many customers the service will attract. However, the
company is unwilling to accept any downtime. What could a Solutions Architect recommend to the company in order to
keep track of customers\\' current session data? 

A. Amazon EC2 

B. Amazon RDS 

C. AWS CloudTrail 

D. Amazon DynamoDB 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An AWS Lambda function requires access to an Amazon RDS for SQL Server instance. It is against company policy to
store passwords in Lambda functions. 

How can a Solutions Architect enable the Lambda function to retrieve the database password without violating company
policy? 

A. Add an IAM policy for IAM database access to the Lambda execution role. 

B. Store a one-way hash of the password in the Lambda function. 

C. Have the Lambda function use the AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store. 

D. Connect to the Amazon RDS for SQL Server instance by using a role assigned to the Lambda function. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A popular e-commerce application runs on AWS. The application encounters performance issues. The database is
unable to handle the amount of queries and load during peak times. The database is running on the RDS Aurora engine
on 

the largest instance size available. 

What should an administrator do to improve performance? 

A. Convert the database to Amazon Redshift. 

B. Create a CloudFront distribution. 

C. Convert the database to use EBS Provisioned IOPS. 
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D. Create one or more read replicas. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which requirements must be met in order for a Solutions Architect to specify that an Amazon EC2 instance should stop
rather than terminate when its Spot Instance is interrupted? (Choose two.) 

A. The Spot Instance request type must be one-time. 

B. The Spot Instance request type must be persistent. 

C. The root volume must be an Amazon EBS volume. 

D. The root volume must be an instance store volume. 

E. The launch configuration is changed. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/spot-interruptions.html#interruption-behavior 

 

QUESTION 5

A newspaper organization has an on-premises application, which allows the public to search its back catalogue and
retrieve individual newspaper pages via a website written in Java They have scanned the old newspapers into JPEGs
(approx 17TB) and used Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to populate a commercial search product. The hosting
platform and software are now end of life and the organization wants to migrate Its archive to AWS and produce a cost
efficient architecture and still be designed for availability and durability. Which is the most appropriate? 

A. Use S3 with reduced redundancy lo store and serve the scanned files, install the commercial search application on
EC2 Instances and configure with auto-scaling and an Elastic Load Balancer. 

B. Model the environment using CloudFormation use an EC2 instance running Apache webserver and an open source
search application, stripe multiple standard EBS volumes together to store the JPEGs and search index. 

C. Use S3 with standard redundancy to store and serve the scanned files, use CloudSearch for query processing, and
use Elastic Beanstalk to host the website across multiple availability zones. 

D. Use a single-AZ RDS MySQL instance lo store the search index 33d the JPEG images use an EC2 instance to serve
the website and translate user queries into SQL. 

E. Use a CloudFront download distribution to serve the JPEGs to the end users and Install the current commercial
search product, along with a Java Container Tor the website on EC2 instances and use Route53 with DNS round-robin. 

Correct Answer: C 

There is no such thing as "Most appropriate" without knowing all your goals. I find your scenarios very fuzzy, since you
can obviously mix-n-match between them. I think you should decide by layers instead: 

Load Balancer Layer: ELB or just DNS, or roll-your-own. (Using DNS+EIPs is slightly cheaper, but less reliable than
ELB.) 
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Storage Layer for 17TB of Images: This is the perfect use case for S3. Off-load all the web requests directly to the
relevant JPEGs in S3. Your EC2 boxes just generate links to them. If your app already serves it\\'s own images (not
links to 

images), you might start with EFS. But more than likely, you can just setup a web server to re-write or re-direct all JPEG
links to S3 pretty easily. If you use S3, don\\'t serve directly from the bucket - Serve via a CNAME in domain you
control. 

That way, you can switch in CloudFront easily. 

EBS will be way more expensive, and you\\'ll need 2x the drives if you need 2 boxes. Yuck. Consider a smaller storage
format. For example, JPEG200 or WebP or other tools might make for smaller images. There is also the DejaVu format 

from a while back. 

Cache Layer: Adding CloudFront in front of S3 will help people on the other side of the world -- well, possibly. Typical
archives follow a power law. The long tail of requests means that most JPEGs won\\'t be requested enough to be in the 

cache. So you are only speeding up the most popular objects. You can always wait, and switch in CF later after you
know your costs better. (In some cases, it can actually lower costs.) You can also put CloudFront in front of your app,
since 

your archive search results should be fairly static. This will also allow you to run with a smaller instance type, since CF
will handle much of the load if you do it right. 

Database Layer: A few options: 

Use whatever your current server does for now, and replace with something else down the road. Don\\'t under-estimate
this approach, sometimes it\\'s better to start now and optimize later. 

Use RDS to run MySQL/Postgres 

I\\'m not as familiar with ElasticSearch / Cloudsearch, but obviously Cloudsearch will be less maintenance+setup. 

App Layer: 

When creating the app layer from scratch, consider CloudFormation and/or OpsWorks. It\\'s extra stuff to learn, but
helps down the road. Java+Tomcat is right up the alley of ElasticBeanstalk. (Basically EC2 + Autoscale + ELB).
Preventing 

Abuse: When you put something in a public S3 bucket, people will hot-link it from their web pages. If you want to
prevent that, your app on the EC2 box can generate signed links to S3 that expire in a few hours. Now everyone will be
forced to 

go thru the app, and the app can apply rate limiting, etc. 

Saving money: If you don\\'t mind having downtime: 

run everything in one AZ (both DBs and EC2s). You can always add servers and AZs down the road, as long as it\\'s
architected to be stateless. In fact, you should use multiple regions if you want it to be really robust. use Reduced 

Redundancy in S3 to save a few hundred bucks per month (Someone will have to "go fix it" every time it breaks,
including having an off-line copy to repair S3.) Buy Reserved Instances on your EC2 boxes to make them cheaper.
(Start with 

the RI market and buy a partially used one to get started.) It\\'s just a coupon saying "if you run this type of box in this
AZ, you will save on the per-hour costs." You can get 1/2 to 1/3 off easily. 
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Rewrite the application to use less memory and CPU - that way you can run on fewer/smaller boxes. 

(May or may not be worth the investment.) 

If your app will be used very infrequently, you will save a lot of money by using Lambda. I\\'d be worried that it would be
quite slow if you tried to run a Java application on it though. We\\'re missing some information like load, latency
expectations 

from search, indexing speed, size of the search index, etc. But with what you\\'ve given us, I would go with S3 as the
storage for the files (S3 rocks. It is really, really awesome). If you\\'re stuck with the commercial search application, then
on 

EC2 instances with autoscaling and an ELB. If you are allowed an alternative search engine, Elasticsearch is probably
your best bet. I\\'d run it on EC2 instead of the AWS Elasticsearch service, as IMHO it\\'s not ready yet. Don\\'t
autoscale 

Elasticsearch automatically though, it\\'ll cause all sorts of issues. I have zero experience with CloudSearch so ic an\\'t
comment on that. Regardless of which option, I\\'d use CloudFormation for all of it. 

 

QUESTION 6

A Solutions Architect is developing a new web application on AWS. The services must scale to support an increasing
load. The Architect wants to focus on software development and deploying new features rather than provisioning or
managing servers. 

Which AWS service is appropriate? 

A. Auto Scaling 

B. Elastic Beanstalk 

C. EC2 Container Service 

D. CloudFormation 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/ 

 

QUESTION 7

A company has an Amazon RDS-managed online transaction processing system that has very heavy read and write.
The Solutions Architect notices throughput issues with the system. How can the responsiveness of the primary
database be improved? 

A. Use asynchronous replication for standby to maximize throughput during peak demand. 

B. Offload SELECT queries that can tolerate stale data to READ replica. 

C. Offload SELECT and UPDATE queries to READ replica. 

D. Offload SELECT query that needs the most current data to READ replica. 
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Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/rds/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 8

A Solutions Architect needs to design a solution that will allow Website Developers to deploy static web content without
managing server infrastructure. All web content must be accessed over HTTPS with a custom domain name. The
solution should be scalable as the company continues to grow. 

Which of the following will provide the MOST cost-effective solution? 

A. Amazon EC2 instance with Amazon EBS 

B. AWS Lambda function with Amazon API Gateway 

C. Amazon CloudFront with an Amazon S3 bucket origin 

D. Amazon S3 with a static website 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A Solutions Architect is designing a VPC. Instances in a private subnet must be able to establish IPv6 traffic to the
Internet. The design must scale automatically and not incur any additional cost. This can be accomplished with: 

A. an egress-only internet gateway 

B. a NAT gateway 

C. a custom NAT instance 

D. a VPC endpoint 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/VPC_Scenario2.html 

 

QUESTION 10

A Solutions Architect is designing an application that is expected to have millions of users. The Architect needs options
to store session data. Which option is the MOST performant? 

A. Amazon ElastiCache 

B. Amazon RDS 

C. Amazon S3 

D. Amazon EFS 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A workload in an Amazon VPC consists of a single web server launched from a custom AMI. Session state is stored in a
database. How should the Solutions Architect modify this workload to be both highly available and scalable? 

A. Create a launch configuration with a desired capacity of two web servers across multiple Availability Zones. Create
an Auto Scaling group with the AMI ID of the web server image. Use Amazon Route 53 latency-based routing to
balance traffic across the Auto Scaling group. 

B. Create a launch configuration with the AMI ID of the web server image. Create an Auto Scaling group using the newly-
created launch configuration, and a desired capacity of two web servers across multiple regions. Use an Application
Load Balancer (ALB) to balance traffic across the Auto Scaling group. 

C. Create a launch configuration with the AMI ID of the web server image. Create an Auto Scaling group using the
newly-created launch configuration, and a desired capacity of two web servers across multiple Availability Zones. Use
an ALB to balance traffic across the Auto Scaling group. 

D. Create a launch configuration with the AMI ID of the web server image. Create an Auto Scaling group using the
newly-created launch configuration, and a desired capacity of two web servers across multiple Availability Zones. Use
Amazon Route 53 weighted routing to balance traffic across the Auto Scaling group. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An organization regularly backs up their application data. The application backups are required to be stored on Amazon
S3 for a certain amount of time. The backups should be accessed instantly in the event of a disaster recovery. Which of
the following Amazon S3 storage classes would be the MOST cost-effective option to meet the needs of this scenario? 

A. Glacier Storage Class 

B. Standard Storage Class 

C. Standard - Infrequent Access (IA) 

D. Reduced Redundancy Class (RRS) 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/s3/features/ 

 

QUESTION 13

A company processed 10 TB of raw data to generate quarterly reports. Although it is unlikely to be used again, the raw
data needs to be preserved for compliance and auditing purposes. 

What is the MOST cost-effective way to store the data in AWS? 

A. Amazon EBS Cold HDD (sc1) 
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B. Amazon S3 One Zone-Infrequent Access (S3 One Zone-IA) 

C. Amazon S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) 

D. Amazon Glacier 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

An organization runs an online media site, hosted on-premises. An employee posted a product review that contained
videos and pictures. The review went viral and the organization needs to handle the resulting spike in website traffic.
What action would provide an immediate solution? 

A. Redesign the website to use Amazon API Gateway, and use AWS Lambda to deliver content. 

B. Add server instances using Amazon EC2 and use Amazon Route 53 with a failover routing policy. 

C. Serve the images and videos via an Amazon CloudFront distribution created using the news site as the origin. 

D. Use Amazon ElasticCache for Redis for caching and reducing the load requests from the origin. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A Solutions Architect plans to migrate NAT instances to NAT gateway. The Architect has NAT instances with scripts to
manage high availability. What is the MOST efficient method to achieve similar high availability with NAT gateway? 

A. Remove source/destination check on NAT instances. 

B. Launch a NAT gateway in each Availability Zone. 

C. Use a mix of NAT instances and NAT gateway. 

D. Add an ELB Application Load Balancer in front of NAT gateway. 

Correct Answer: B 
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